INSTAGLAMOUR
Opening
a quick lineup/ teaser of the items that will be shown in this episode.
#NEWSFEED
The latest news straight from the social media accounts from your favorite stars.
What did Justin Bieber do this time? Which star got a tattoo? Who's pregnant? If
they post it we show it!
#LOVEYOULONGTIME
Each episode we zoom in on one of the cutest celebrity couples of the moment. We
tell you all about their love story and share a lot of social media pics and videos from
their every day life, dates or their kids.
#MUSTWATCH
The web is being filled with new clips every week. We show you the most talked
about clip of the week.
#TRENDING
Every week we take a look at what’s trending on all the different social media outlets.
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, all are being monitored to give you an update on
what’s happening online. Why is a # trending? We let you know.
#TBT
We scroll through the profiles of your favorite celebs to bring you the best Throwback
Thursday pics they've posted! Can you recognize them all?
#STYLESNAP
Social Media is also a great way to show your greatest looks. Each week we zoom in
on one celeb and show their most stylish snaps.
#WHATTHETWEET
The stars share the weirdest things online and on Twitter the funniest tweets go
round. In WHATTHETWEET we put your social media knowledge to the test and ask
you: "Who tweeted this?"
- BREAK #WHATTHETWEET
The answer to the question "Who tweeted this?"
#NEWSFEED
More news from the web and the social media accounts of you favorite stars
#STARSTUFF
This item varies each week and gives you an in-depth look on one online topic.
Where do celebs spend their holidays, what are the greatest online fails and what's it
like to travel around the world as a superstar DJ? We browse through all the social

media accounts to bring you the story.
#VIRALFEUD
Off course there is also a lot going on between stars online. Stars bashing each
other on twitter, reacting on pics. Each week we zoom in on one viral feud.
#MUST FOLLOW
Don't know who do you have to follow next? We show you one celeb and why you
have to follow him/her. Christiano Ronaldo, Kim Kardashian or Robbie Williams. If
you don't follow them yet it's time to do it now.
Outtro:
Time's up, but next week we'll have more updates from your favorite celebs, the
latest trends and clips you don't want to miss!

